BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Logline

An Italian-American family gathers for the wedding of their patriarch, Big Enzo, who is getting remarried
to a man. Over the wedding weekend old wounds are reopened and new con icts arise. Will the family
confront their aws and shortcomings to rediscover what family is all about or will Big Enzo’s wedding be
ruined by his loved ones?

Speak now,
or forever hold
your peace.
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BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Synopsis
Lorenzo DeAngelo has a few problems: Divorced parents, an
estranged sister, a failing restaurant, a marriage on the rocks,
a newly deceased grandfather, a rebellious teenage daughter,
and a father who is getting married again. As if that isn’t
enough, Lorenzo doesn’t get along with his father’s ancé,
Peter, causing a rift with everyone. Taking place over one
weekend, Big Enzo's Wedding tells the tale of Lorenzo’s
journey to reconnect with his Italian-American family and
look towards the future with new hope
Set in the late grandfather’s house, the lm follows the
DeAngelo family’s struggle to come together and learn that
when it comes to life, change is the only constant
With multiple opportunities for LGBTQ+ actors and actors
of color, Big Enzo’s Wedding aims to be a project of inclusivity.
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BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Attached Cast
Abigail Hawk (Rachael DeAngelo, Lorenzo’s wife):
currently plays Detective Baker on CBS’s Blue Bloods. She has
guest-starred on NBC’s Law & Order: SVU, ABC’s Body of Proof
and TVLand’s Jim Gaf gan Show. She starred in the ION movie
A Christmas in Vermont opposite Chevy Chase, as well as a
number of independent lms.

Heather Brittain O’Scanlon (Melissa DeAngelo, Lorezno’s sister):
starred in the indie lm Tom’s Dilemma, produced by the Sundance-award winning
Dean, and appeared on CBS’ Blue Bloods. She has been seen in the Vimeo Staff Pick
At The End of the Cul-De-Sac, which was featured in TIME Magazine, and the awardwinning House Broken, streaming on Amazon, as well as numerous other
independent lms.
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BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
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Lorenzo DeAngelo:
Domenick Lombardozzi
Bobby Cannaval
Michael Sorvino

Potential Cast

Big Enzo DeAngelo:
Tony Danz
Vincent Pastor
Artie Pasquale

BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Potential Cast
Peter Poulma
(Big Enzo’s ancé)
Tituss Burgess
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Wilson Cruz

Carte
(The Minister)
Damon Wayans, Jr.

Shelly DeAngel
(Big Enzo’s Ex-Wife)
Christine Lahti

Taye Diggs

Bebe Neuwirth

BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Creative Team
Francesco Nuzzi (writer/director/producer): is the principal of Emiliana
Films (emiliana lms.com). As a director, his debut feature lm, Star Crossed Lovers, an
adaption of Romeo & Juliet, won Best Adaptation at the Garden State Film Festival and
Best Feature (USA) at the International Film Festival Manhattan. It is available on
Amazon and YouTube. He has produced, written and directed numerous award-winning
short lms, including 4:44 AM, Troll, and Therapy, Bro, the last of which he collaborated
on with Heather Brittain O’Scanlon and Wally Marzano-Lesnevich.

Heather Brittain O’Scanlon (producer): is the principal of SOS
Productions (sosp lms.com). She’s produced the forthcoming short lm
Victim No. 6, and the award-winning short lm House Broken, available on
Amazon, among others. She serves as Vice-Chair of the Board of
Directors of the Garden State Film Festival and is a member of New
York Women in Film and Television (NYWIFT).
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BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Creative Team
Lindsay Adkins (writer): is a writer whose screenplay Half Plus
Seven, co-written with Wally Marzano-Lesnevich, is in development with
Angelina Pictures, with Paul Sera ni directing. Previously, she and Wally
collaborated on the short lm Spin Cycle, currently on the festival circuit.
A poet and writer, her work has appeared in Electric Lit, Narrative, The
Southampton Review, and numerous other publications. She holds an M.F.A.
in Creative Writing from Stony Brook Southampton.
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Wally Marzano-Lesnevich (writer/producer): is a writer and
producer. His screenplay The Problem With People, co-written with actor/
comedian Paul Reiser, is in pre-production with Salon Pictures, with Chris
Cottam directing. His screenplay Half Plus Seven, co-written with Lindsay
Adkins, is in development with Angelina Pictures, with Paul Sera ni directing.
His debut feature, Almost Paris, was directed by Domenica Cameron-Scorsese,
premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival, and is available on Amazon Prime and
other platforms, distributed by Freestyle Digital Media.
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BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Comparable Films
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Title
My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002
Four Weddings and a Funeral (1994)
Rachel Getting Married (2008)
Muriel’s Wedding (1994
The Wedding Banquet (1993)

Gros
$368,744,04
$245,700,87
$16,937,96
$15,482,27
$6,933,459

BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Project’s Purpose
The three of us collaborated on this
screenplay, drawing from our own
personal stories: having LGBTQ+ friends
and relatives, and caring about their rights;
growing up in New Jersey, and in ItalianAmerican families; dealing with the stress
of a global pandemic; and wondering
where a divided nation goes from here.
It's our hope that in this simple wedding
story you may nd shades of your own
family— and even our larger American
family.
- Lindsay, Wally & Francesco (writers)
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BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
ROI
With whomever joins us on this endeavor, we will be in the trenches together working toward
the singular goal of making a pro table and profound independent lm
100% of Principal Investment into the lm shall be recuperated from pro ts.
After that, all further pro t is split between our investor and producer pools
Additional perks of joining our team will includes set visits and a chance to shine on camera as an extra

.
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We hope you join us for the premiere parties, red carpets, lm festivals, and be a part of a lm we’ll all be proud of.

BIG ENZO’S WEDDING
Contact Info
BigEnzosWedding@SOSPFilms.co
Script available upon request.
SHELLEY (CONT’D)
Your grandfather, he looked up at me, as I was leaving, and he said:
Speed begins to slow as Big Enzo and Peter DANCE together.
SHELLEY (O.C.) (CONT’D)
“The most beautiful thing I ever saw, in my 87 years on Earth, was the sight of
two people dancing.”
We linger on Big Enzo and Peter for a moment, and…
…FADE OUT.
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